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Abstract

Whispered speech is a relatively common form of communications, used pri-
marily to selectively exclude or include potential listeners from hearing a spo-
ken message. Despite the everyday nature of whispering, and its undoubted
usefulness in vocal communications, whispers have received relatively little
research effort to date, apart from some studies analysing the main whispered
vowels and some quite general estimations of whispered speech characteris-
tics. In particular, a classic vowel space determination has been lacking for
whispers. For voiced speech, this type of information has played an im-
portant role in the development and testing of recognition and processing
theories over the past few decades, and can be expected to be equally useful
for whisper-mode communications and recognition systems.

This paper aims to redress the shortfall by presenting a vowel formant
space for whispered speech, and comparing the results with corresponding
phonated samples. In addition, since the study was conducted using speakers
from Birmingham, the analysis extends to discuss the effect of the common
British West Midlands (WM) accent in comparison with Standard English
(RP). Thus, the paper presents the analysis of formant data showing dif-
ferences between normal and whispered speech while also considering an
accentual effect on whispered speech.
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1. Introduction

Acoustic measurements of phonated vowels and diphthongs form foun-
dational material for the speech processing and recognition fields. Wide
research efforts1,2,3,4,5,6,7, mainly based upon acoustic characteristics of nor-
mal vowels, show the importance of these measurements while numerous
studies8,9,10, in turn, have considered formant patterns in terms of vowel
diagrams and the corresponding characteristics of normal vowels.

Despite the strong literature supporting normal vowels, little research
effort has been spent on whispered speech relating to vowel space. Apart
from the studies describing the vocal mechanism of whispers’ production
mostly on a glottal level11,12,13,14, as well as a recent study on whispered
consonants15, the few notable studies on whispered vowels16,17,18 are mainly
concentrated on a few main vowels /I,E,æ,2,U/ and conclude with general
comments on vowel placement such as “higher formants in comparison with
normal vowels”, but accurate acoustic measurements of the precise amount
of shift for each vowel/diphthong is lacking. Thus, whispered speech still
lacks an acoustic vowel space determination (a classic F2xF1 plane) for re-
searchers to refer to. Whisper vowel diagrams are useful not only for common
speech processing/recognition applications, but also can help those working
in the biomedical engineering field of whisper-to-voice reconstruction, partic-
ularly rehabilitation of post-laryngectomised patients through restoring their
normal sounding speech19,20.

The term ‘whispered speech’ itself encompasses two distinct classes of
speech which we shall refer to as soft whispers and stage whispers21. Soft
whispers (also known as quiet whispers) are produced by normally speaking
people to deliberately reduce perceptibility, such as whispering into some-
one’s ear in a theatre, and are usually spoken in a relaxed manner with little
effort11. Stage whispers, however, are used if the listener is some distance
away from the speaker21, and are actually a whispery voice which includes
partial phonation22. The more common soft whispers, produced without
vocal folds vibration, are the focus of this study.

As mentioned, the lack of vocal folds vibration is the main physical fea-
ture and the most significant acoustic characteristic of whispered speech. It
implies the absence of fundamental pitch, and the harmonic relationships
that are usually derived from this23. In a source filter model24, exhalation
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Figure 1: Comparison of the spectra for vowel /a/ in normally phonated speech (top)
with whispered speech (bottom) for a single listener during a single sitting. The smoothed
spectrum overlay shows formant peaks existing in similar locations, but less pronounced
for whispered speech. Furthermore, LSPs overlaid as vertical lines, typically exhibit wider
spacing for the whispered speech.

forms the source of excitation in whispered speech, with the shape of the
pharynx adjusted so that vocal cords do not vibrate25. Exhaled air passes
directly through the restricted but open larynx, causing turbulent aperiodic
airflow which forms the sound source for whispers: a rich ‘hushing’ sound13.

Regarding spectral features, the spectrum of whispered speech certainly
exhibits small spectral peaks at “approximately” the same frequencies as
those for normally phonated speech sounds26. Such ‘formant-like’ features
have a much flatter power-frequency distribution23 than normal, and gener-
ally tend to be higher in frequency than the corresponding voiced speech27,
particularly the first formant which shows the greatest difference between two
kinds of speech. Furthermore, unlike phonated vowels where the amplitude
of the higher frequency formants is usually lower than the lower frequency
formants, the second formants of whispered vowels are typically as intense as
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the first formants. Figure 1 shows this feature by contrasting the spectra of
the vowel /a/ spoken in a whisper and in a normal voice. These differences,
mainly in first formant frequency and amplitude, are thought to be due to
the alteration in the shape of the posterior areas of the vocal tract including
the vocal cords, which are held rigid so as to not vibrate28.

The aim of this paper is to propose a classic formant plane for all 11
English vowels (whispered), through analysing the formant contours of whis-
pered samples in a /hVd/ structure. The acoustic analysis including details
of the recording, speakers, equipment and measurement methods, are de-
scribed in Section 2, while Section 3 outlines the results separately for men
and women as well as a brief discussion on findings including the considera-
tion of possible accentual effects in British West Midlands accent for whispers
and normal speech; finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.

2. Acoustic Analysis

2.1. Subjects and Recordings

Speakers of this study consisted of ten middle-aged volunteers (5 men
and 5 women, 35 to 45 years old) born and living in Birmingham all of their
lives. An additional criterion of one’s parents having lived in the area most
of their lives was also used for the selection of volunteers.

Audio recordings were made of subjects reading lists containing 11 vowels
(/I,i,E,æ,A,2,6,@,O,U,u/) in a sound proof audio booth, five times with normal
phonation and five times in whispered mode (total 10 times).

Subjects read from five different randomisations of a list containing the
words ‘heed’, ‘hid’, ‘head’, ‘had’, ‘hard’, ‘hudd’, ‘hod’, ‘heard’, ‘hoard’, ‘hood’,
and ‘who’d’. Since the objective is to find out how ordinary people from
Birmingham speak the vowels in the specific words, /hVd/ carrier gives ac-
tual/meaningful words in most cases, except of ‘hudd’ (which this also occurs
as a family name) while this keeps the current study aligning with previous
acoustic studies on vowels8,9,10 through following the same pattern.

Furthermore, having a plosive phoneme such as ‘d’ at the final syllable,
makes it simple to detect vowels in between from carriers within both auto-
matic or manual methods of extraction process; particularly, due to showing
a peak of energy in both whisper and normal modes after a very short silence,
‘d’ can be a good choice for the final syllable.

Recordings were made of 5 readings of the list in each whisper and normal
modes (total 5 ∗ 11 ∗ 2 ∗ 10 = 1100 samples). The details of the interface
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(b) Whisper data points

Figure 2: Values of F1 and F2−F1 for 11 vowels from five men and five women recorded
5 times voiced and 5 times whispered. A few redundant data points have been omitted
for better clarity. The words heed, hid, head, had, hard, hudd, hod, heard, hoard, hood,
and who’d include vowels /I,i,E,æ,A,2,6,@,O,U,u/ respectively.
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Figure 3: Average values of F1 and F2−F1 for standard English and Birmingham accents.
Ellipses fit to each vowel category in Birmingham accent. The average shift amounts also
have been joined by a line.

are described in subsection 2.2. If the subjects stumbled over the samples,
re-recording of the samples was allowed. Speakers could repeat the sample
until an accurate pronunciation was achieved.

2.2. Equipments and Interface

Speech was read, and recorded directly onto a laptop computer in a sound
proof booth. The microphones used were an Emkay head mounted micro-
phone and a Telex desk microphone (for near and far field recording, respec-
tively). An Edirol UA-5 USB sound card interface bypassed the sound card
of the laptop, removing any variation in the recordings due to different hard-
ware. An Emkay VR3294 Battery Box provided a stable bias voltage for the
microphones.

A special prompt-based recording software, developed by the University
of Birmingham, was used as the recording application. Any set of prompts
specified in a separate xml-formatted file with different login options, can
be loaded into the prompt-recorder at run time; so the randomised lists of
vowels in /hVd/ carriers as mentioned in subsection (2.1) were customised
using this application.

The recorded speech is sampled at a rate of 22050 Hz with 16 bit resolu-
tion. The application included level meters for both microphone inputs. At
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(a) Whisper vowels versus normal vowels for men
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(b) Whisper vowels versus normal vowels for women

Figure 4: Average values of F1 and F2−F1 for normal and whispered vowels in: a)men,
b)women. Ellipses fit to each vowel category in Birmingham accent for a)men, b)women.
The average shift amounts also have been joined by a line.

the beginning of each recording session, the subject spoke for a few seconds
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(b) Vowel diagrams from normal and whispered vowels for women

Figure 5: Acoustic vowel diagrams showing average formant frequencies for normal and
whispered vowels from male and female speakers.

while the input levels were adjusted on the USB sampler to achieve a peak
SNR of -12 dB. The record, stop, play and accept buttons were all controlled
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by the person recording the speech, so the subjects need only concentrate on
reading the text in front of them. Subjects were seated in front of the laptop
and the headset microphone placed on their head with the microphone angled
about 5 cm away from the right corner of their mouth. The desk-mounted
microphone was placed to the left of the laptop.

2.3. Formant Contours

Segmentation/extraction of normal speech at a phonemic or sub phone-
mic level has been generally an attractive research field in speech recogni-
tion. The different approaches and solutions proposed by researchers can
be mainly categorised into two major recognition classes: manual and au-
tomatic29,30,31,32,33. Based upon specific acoustic cues, these approaches try
to identify/classify different groups of phonemes. The process of segmen-
tation in whispered speech is more complicated15. For the purpose of this
research, a combined approach based on manual observation has been taken
as described in the following.

Different methods were combined for accurate extraction of the first three
formant frequencies for each sample in the normal and whisper modes. After
manually clipping the steady state of vowel duration by removing the /h/
and /d/ carriers, the analysis methods, which are mainly based upon manual
observation of the results, outline as follows:

• peak-findings through direct observation of 12-pole, 128-point linear
predictive coding (LPC) spectra on every 6 ms over 12 ms Hamming
windowed segments (256-point)

• looking at the results of the robust formant tracker implemented in34

• observation of the gray scale spectrograms (both wide and narrow
band)

An automatic approach to formant analysis based on forced alignment
using single emitting state phone-level HMMs to detect the vowel centres and
ESPS for formant frequency measurement (described in29) was implemented.
However, due to many outliers resulting from the use of whispered speech,
the more time consuming manual methods were preferred: thus all results
have been verified manually one-by-one.

Finally, the decisions about formant frequencies were determined by the
outcome of the methods mentioned, as well as by comparing the results to
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Figure 6: Average values of F3 for normal and whispered vowels. The solid line indicates
the F3 values for normal vowels while filled marks shows the corresponding average F3
values from whispered samples across the horizontal axis. heed, hid, head, had, hard,
hudd, hod, heard, hoard, hood, and who’d are /I,i,E,æ,A,2,6,@,O,U,u/ respectively.

select the most accurate representation (a general knowledge of acoustic pho-
netics, such as the close proximity of F2 and F3 in /I/ and /E/, also played
a role in this process). Figure 2 shows the individual data points of the mea-
sured first and second formants through this approach for a)normal samples
and b)whispered data while a few redundant points have been omitted to be
clearer.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Results

Acoustic measurements on formant values of the /hVd/ samples for both
normal and whisper modes are presented separately in this section for men
and women. Since the data were collected in the West Midlands, from speak-
ers with particular accent characteristics35, the amount of vowel variation in
Birmingham accent, compared with the average formant frequencies in Stan-
dard English (Received Pronunciation, RP) is also provided for referencing
purposes, in addition to normal and whisper variations which are the primary
aim of the paper. RP formant values were obtained from Wells’ work35.
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Figure 3 shows the average frequencies for F1 and F2 − F1 along with
ellipses showing the standard deviation within each vowel category. The
variations between Birmingham accent and average formant frequencies in
RP accent have been shown. As can be seen, /I/ and /i/ as well as /A/ and
/6/ are showing a high degree of overlap in this accent while shift of vowels
have been identified. The detailed discussion and the verification of these
data in comparison with RP is presented in 3.2.1.

In figure 4, the variations between normal and whispered vowels are sep-
arately illustrated for male and female speakers, while the corresponding
acoustic vowel diagrams on a F1xF2 space are presented in figure 5 based
on average formant frequency. Again, this shows normal and whisper samples
for a)men, and b)women.

Figure 6 compares average values of third formant in normal samples
with whispered ones. Overall, the F3 values from both normal and whisper
samples are quite similar, with all vowels except /u/, averaging less than
100 Hz shifts from normal to whispered data. These slight shifts on F3
values average 2.0% (σ : 2.4%) for men and 2.2% (σ : 1.6%) for women.
Thus, third formants have not been much affected by whispering compared
to first and second formants.

3.2. Discussion

3.2.1. RP and Birmingham Accents

Hughes and Trudghill36 lists the lack of distinction made between /2/
and /U/, and /i/ becoming very close (shifted up) toward the vowel space
occupied by the /I/ as the main vowel characteristics of the Birmingham
accent. Both these characteristics can be observed from figure 2(a) and figure
3. The F1 values of /2/ (‘hudd’) decrease from 722 Hz (RP) to 567 Hz while
the F2 − F1 formant increase to 702 Hz from 514 Hz (RP). These values
are now more similar to the F1 and F2 − F1 values for /U/ (‘hood’) in
Birmingham normal samples, 442 Hz and 612 Hz respectively compared to
the RP F1 and F2− F1 values of 376 Hz and 574 Hz respectively.

The distribution for /U/ appears to be a subset of the distribution for
/2/. This might be because although the pronunciation of /U/ is relatively
unambiguous for a Birmingham speaker, the pronunciation of /2/ is perhaps
more ambiguous - the Birmingham speakers may be aware that there is a
‘proper’ pronunciation of /2/ and they may be trying to approximate it.

According to Wells35, the West Midlands pronunciation of the vowels in
‘bath’ and ‘trap’ are identical (following the short vowel, /æ/ from ‘trap’).
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The closest (not the same) we have to this is ‘hard’(/A/) versus ‘had’(/æ/).
The overlap between these two distributions increases in normal speech, as in
figure 2(a) and figure 3. The average F1 value of /æ/ increases from 748 Hz
(RP) to 829 Hz while the average F2−F1 falls significantly down from 998 Hz
(RP) to 618 Hz which are now closer to the corresponding amounts of F1 and
F2− F1 in /A/ with 736 Hz and 403 Hz in Birmingham normal samples.

The overlap between the F1 and F2-F1 values for the vowels in ‘hod’
(/6/) and ‘hard’ (/A/) is very striking in figure 3. The average value for
/6/ moves to the RP value for /A/, while the value for Birmingham shows a
slightly higher F1 than the RP version.

A closer version of ‘heard’ is mentioned in Wells’ discussion35 for certain
urban accents in the West Midlands. The space occupied by ‘heard’ (/@/) in
figure 3 is indeed more closed than that expected for RP, as the F1 values
slightly decreased from 581 Hz (RP) to 558 Hz and F2− F1 values increase
from 800 Hz (RP) to 1023 Hz. Listed by Clark37 as another characteristic
in WM dialect, ‘lot’ is distinguished from ‘thought’; the closest samples we
have is ‘hod’ (/6/) and ‘hoard’ (/O/) which can also be identified in figure 3.

By and large, the main characteristics of the WM accent noted in the
literature can be seen in figures 2(a) and 3; the consistency of this study
with previous ones increases confidence in the reliability of the results.

3.2.2. Normal and Whisper Vowels

More convergence of adjacent vowels is evident in the whispered samples
both for men and women. As shown in figure 4, vowel groups such as {/O/
and /U/} or {/2/ and /A/ and /6/} or {/I/ and /i/} become similar in terms
of formant characteristics while the back vowels show greater amounts of
shift compared to front-closed vowels. This means that vowel durations as
well as small changes in the shape of the vocal tract for differentiating these
vowels in normal speech, are less significant in their whispered counterparts.

Another main difference for whispered speech appears to be that /2/ has
moved away from /U/ and now overlaps instead with /A/ and /6/ for both
men and women. This is interesting, since one of the Birmingham accent
clues (as mentioned in subsection 3.2.1) seems to have disappeared, while
the clue for /A/ and /æ/ maintains approximately the same relationship as
seen in spoken vowels.

The acoustic vowel diagrams presented in figure 5 show that for both
men and women, the effect of whispering is greater for the first formants
than the second formants, however F2 values have also been shifted propor-
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Table 1: Average formant values in normal and whispered vowels for mena

/I/ /i/ /E/ /æ/ /A/ /2/ /6/ /@/ /O/ /U/ /u/

F1

N 337 399 568 746 685 500 593 523 457 442 380

W 495 501 751 943 878 756 798 760 601 611 653

S.A 0.468 0.255 0.321 0.263 0.289 0.510 0.345 0.451 0.315 0.381 0.717

F2

N 2356 2149 1895 1447 1111 1200 1006 1530 841 1019 1548

W 2412 2257 1955 1595 1294 1328 1249 1643 1035 1165 1696

S.A 0.023 0.050 0.031 0.102 0.165 0.106 0.240 0.073 0.229 0.143 0.095

F3

N 3035 2876 2643 2586 2505 2537 2536 2606 2605 2434 2348

W 2979 2894 2717 2688 2628 2639 2587 2682 2550 2502 2583

S.A -0.018 0.006 0.028 0.039 0.049 0.040 0.020 0.029 -0.021 0.028 0.100

aN: Normal, W: Whisper, S.A: Shift amount in %

tionally. Interestingly, the extreme front-back and open-close vowels show
almost consistent shift for both men and women but more significant shifts
appear in central open-mid and close-mid vowels in which women show more
tendency toward lower tongue positions in whisper mode. For example, first
formants of mid-central vowels such as /@/ and /2/ in women shift up from
593 Hz and 634 Hz to 905 Hz and 949 Hz, respectively while the amount of
shifts for the vowels at the extremes are significantly less; for example, from
390 Hz and 463 Hz to 511 Hz and 579 in /I/ and /O/, respectively for women.

Apart from the shifting, the size of quadrilaterals in figure 5 show dif-
ferent changes for men and women in conversion from spoken to whispers.
While the area remains almost the same for men, the significant change ap-
pears in women’s diagrams particularly on the height of the quadrilateral
corresponding to whispers.

The average size change of quadrilateral for men is 9% for both height
and width at the extremes while the height shows increase but width de-
creases by this amount when moving from normal to whispered mode. These
figures are 6% decrease in width and the significant 21% increase in height
for quadrilaterals of women’s vowels. In fact, the majar change appears in
height increase of women’s whispers by 21%.

Figure 5 also demonstrates that the vowels for men and women both, by
and large, occupy similar relative positions in whispered and normal modes,
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Table 2: Average formant values in normal and whispered vowels for womena

/I/ /i/ /E/ /æ/ /A/ /2/ /6/ /@/ /O/ /U/ /u/

F1

N 390 431 653 912 787 634 743 593 463 441 438

W 511 522 838 1144 966 949 913 905 579 551 636

S.A 0.309 0.211 0.283 0.255 0.227 0.497 0.228 0.526 0.250 0.248 0.450

F2

N 2665 2554 2200 1447 1167 1338 1117 1633 877 1090 1669

W 2738 2653 2241 1730 1346 1532 1318 1774 1056 1130 1772

S.A 0.027 0.038 0.018 0.195 0.153 0.144 0.180 0.086 0.203 0.036 0.061

F3

N 3248 3087 2984 2832 2853 2825 2888 2865 2807 2701 2633

W 3239 3140 3007 2929 2950 2844 2971 2897 2928 2826 2759

S.A -0.002 0.017 0.007 0.034 0.034 0.006 0.028 0.011 0.043 0.046 0.048

aN: Normal, W: Whisper, S.A: Shift amount in %

however, it is difficult to arrive at the simple summary of the differences that
are seen in these figures while a few general observations have been mentioned
to the extent that conventional articulatory interpretations of formant data
are valid.

The diverse amount of shifts in figure 4 show that each vowel has its own
variation when converting to whispered speech and this amount also varies
in terms of formant number. Tables 1 and 2 summarise these variations for
the first three formants in whisper and normal speech for men and women,
respectively.

As shown in Table 1 and 2, all first and second formants are shifted up.
The shifts amounts are ranging from 25% in /i/ to 71% in /u/ for men and
from 21% in /i/ to 52% in /@/ within the first formants and from 2.3% in
/I/ to 24% in /2/ for men and from 2.7% in /I/ to 20% in /O/ for women
within the second formants. Furthermore, significant shifts occur in the first
formants with averages of 39% (σ : 13%) and 31% (σ : 11%) while these
numbers are 11% (σ : 7%) and 10% (σ : 7%) for the second formants for men
and women, respectively. As mentioned before, third formants are almost
consistent between normal and whisper modes.

Whispered speech per. se. is often of substantial intelligibility38,15, there-
fore the overall intelligibility of whispered vowels should be acquired conse-
quently. However, the whispered samples reported in this paper have been
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investigated through informal listening tests, with the results indicating that
main vowels such as /I,E,æ,6,O,u/ are recognised well without confusion with
each other but there are frequent mismatch occuring between vowel groups
such as {/2/ and /A/ and /6/} or {/I/ and /i/}; for example, when whis-
pered ‘heed’ was played, the listeners could not identify it from ‘hid’ but it
has been simply recognised from other carriers.

4. Conclusion

A study to establish a vowel formant space for whispered speech has
been carried out. By comparing whispered vowels with the correspond-
ing phonated samples separately for men and women, a table outlining the
amount of shift for each vowel and formant was presented, while distribution
of formant values for normal and whispered samples was illustrated.

Acoustic vowel diagrams were presented showing that more shift occurs
within central open-mid and close-mid vowels rather than the extreme front-
back and open-close vowels both in men and women in whisper mode. In
fact, shift amounts in whispered vowels depend on the way of articulation in
normal mode.

Since the study was conducted on speakers from Birmingham, the analysis
also briefly considered the effect of British West Midlands (WM) accent in
comparison with Standard English (RP). Some of these accentual effects in
the whispered speech, as observed in the data, were also discussed.
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